
   Senkusha.
Donate and Invest in the Next Superstars.



Invest in the Next  
Superstar's career
Imagine if you had an NFT that could 
prove you were one of the earliest 
supporters of Michael Jackson or Kobe 
Bryant? 


Proof that you provided them with 
essential equipment for their first gig, or 
first game. 


How much would that NFT be worth 
today?



Past Examples of the ROI of Property 
that Captured Historic Moments 

1967 First Super 
Bowl Ticket

$12
Buy the ticket in 1967

$87.5k
Buy the ticket today

7291
In Return

Times

You are one of the 
supporters of a 
musician who 

needed money to 
buy essential 

equipment, and she 
issued you an NFT 
via Senkusha as 

proof of your 
support.

$20(NFT)
You support the musician today

$??k(NFT)
When they become a Superstar

????
In Return?

Times



Need money 
support to buy 

essential 
equipment.

Senkusha 
publishes NFTs to 
raise money.

Roadshow & Prospectus
We verify and investigate the Talent,  
display their potential, and the reason 
for the fundraising to the public.

NFT Launch
Senkusha creates the NFTs, and 
launches and promotes the projects on 
Opensea on their behalf.

Donation management
Once fundraising ends, we collect the 
fund, convert it into USDT, and display 
how the fund is used to the public.

NFT investors buy 
the NFTs to support 
the Talent.

What’s the process?

When the NFT project reaches the goal:
The money generated in NFT sales will 
be converted into USDT, and given to 
the Talent under the agreement.

If the Goal is Not Reached

We will refund the NFT you bought for the 
original price you paid at the time you 
purchased it. 

The NFT Project
For each of the specific needs of the  
Talent, Senkusha designs and 
publishes an NFT project to fundraise for.



What’s the benefit?

High Return on 
Investment.

Resale to fans.
As the Talents fanbase and 
presence in the industry 
grows larger so will the value of 
the NFTs you purchased. You 
can then sell your NFTs to new 
fans or investors to lock in the 
ROI.


Exclusive Access 
with the NFT.

Generosity and 
Support. 

Free Tickets, 
Merchandise and More. 
Owning a number of 
a Talent’s NFTs will gain you 
special benefits such as 
backstage access, free tickets 
and merchandise. This is an 
opportunity for the Talent to 
show appreciation for your 
support.


Display your Support.
The NFTs you purchase reflect 
your generosity and support of 
local talent. You can display 
them on your profile or anywhere 
else to display your generosity to 
the world.




Why buy NFTs via Senkusha 先駆者?

We help find the next superstars and keep 
investors knowing all the details and updates

Senkusha is not just helping the Talents to raise. 
We are also helping investors to ensure the Talents 
are using their money in the right place. 

At Senkusha, we work with professional scouts and industry insiders to find 
the next superstar athletes and artists. For every Talent we find, we 
investigate their background, past growth, projected growth , and any other 
relevant information and display this in a concise, easy-to-digest report. Any 
new information is automatically updated so you always stay in the know!

Senkusha is also the guarantor for investors to ensure that your investment is used in 
the most effective avenues. This helps to exaggerate Talent growth even further. This 
means while investing in Talent on Senkusha, you can rest easy knowing your 
investment is used in the right places! 



• Growth: Have made significant progression 
over the past 6 months in objective metrics


• Trajectory: Have the growth projections and 
potential to be international star 
within 3-5 years 


• Support: Have already gained a loyal 
following, attention, and endorsement from w
orld-class organizations or personnel


• Passion: Showcased extensive sacrifice and 
commitment to their career 

Who are the Talent? 



We ensure all investors 
can invest in Talent’s NFT 
projects without a prior 
need for crypto-wallets.
With Senkusha, we ensure all investors can 
invest in a talent’s NFT project, even if they 
don’t have a crypto wallet. Senkusha provides 
the option to let investors purchase NFTs with 
real-world currency through us. The trade is 
then recorded in IPFS, which investors 
can use to claim their NFTs once they have 
their crypto wallets set up.



Want to learn more? 
Contact me at: zifeng@senkusha.io

mailto:zifeng@senkusha.io

